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Abstract

We present an experiment for evaluating precise and
imprecise evidential combination operators. The ex-
periment design is based on the assumption that only
limited statistical information is available in the form
of multinomial observations. We evaluate three differ-
ent evidential combination operators; one precise, the
Bayesian combination operator, and two imprecise,
the credal and Dempster’s combination operator, for
combining independent pieces of evidence regarding
some discrete state space of interest. The evaluation
is performed by using a score function that takes im-
precision into account. The results show that the pre-
cise framework seems to perform equally well as the
imprecise frameworks.

Keywords. Evidential combination, imprecise prob-
ability, credal sets.

1 Introduction

The problem of combining independent pieces of ev-
idence, most often stemming from multiple sources
of information, e.g., sensors, is common in many ap-
plication scenarios [24]. Typically such applications
involve one or several sensors where for each sensor
a feature can be extracted and used for constructing
an appropriate evidence with regard to the unknown
state of interest. Even though the pieces of evidence
might not be completely independent, in many appli-
cation scenarios (e.g., [21]) where different sources are
used, e.g., different type of sensors, it is reasonable to
assume independence.

In order to investigate the question of how well dif-
ferent evidence combination operators, precise and
imprecise, perform compared to each other, we de-
sign an experiment for an object recognition scenario.
We restrict the comparison to three different eviden-
tial combination operators, Bayesian [1, 2, 20], credal
[1, 2, 20], and Dempster’s combination operator [26].

The latter is one of the most commonly used oper-
ator for combining pieces of evidence. The obvious
difference between the operators is that the Bayesian
one is precise, i.e., its operands are based on a sin-
gle function, and the other two are imprecise, i.e., the
operands are either a set of functions or can be cast
to a set of functions.

Karlsson et al. [20] have previously empirically com-
pared the performance of the Bayesian and credal
combination operators. They found that the Bayesian
combination operator performs better due to the fact
that the credal counterpart could “overestimate” im-
precision and in a sense become too “cautious”. How-
ever, in that evaluation imprecision was inherent in
the state estimation problem, i.e., imprecise operands
were sampled directly, without any particular sta-
tistical information, and the Bayesian operator was
applied on the centroids of these operators while
the credal counterpart was applied directly on the
operands.

In contrast to the work by Karlsson et al. [20], we here
design an experiment specifically aimed at evaluating
the performance of combination operators when only
a limited statistical amount of information is avail-
able and used in the precise and imprecise statistical
models, namely Dirichlet models. This type of situa-
tion, i.e., when only limited information is available,
is often one of the main motivations for using im-
precise probability (including credal sets) [31, 33]. In
addition, we also include Dempster’s combination op-
erator, i.e., another imprecise operator, in our evalu-
ation. Since the imprecise operators have exponential
worst case complexity in comparison to the precise
one, we are specifically interested in comparing these
two classes of operators.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
describe the different operators considered in the ex-
periment. In Section 3, we elaborate on the design,
performance, and result of the empirical evaluation,
and lastly, in Section 4, we summaries the work pre-



sented and discuss the results of the evaluation as well
as include ideas for future research.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present the different combination
operators that we later will use in the empirical eval-
uation. One important aspect to note for all of these
combination operators is that the pieces of evidences
must satisfy different types of independence require-
ments which will discuss preceding each formal defini-
tion of the operators. Due to this requirement, a joint
evidence is most often stronger if both operands con-
stitute strong evidence for a certain state; this state
gets reinforced in the combination. This should be
put in contrast to other operators that often goes
under the name aggregation operators [30] which are
typically more “consensus-inspired” which means that
the joint result is an agreement between the operands,
e.g., if both operands are identical the joint result is
equivalent to the operands.

2.1 Bayesian Combination

A Bayesian approach to combining independent pieces
of evidence can be derived by modeling evidence as
likelihood functions [1, 2, 20]. To realize this, as-
sume that we have a random variable X taking values
x ∈ ΩX . Furthermore, assume that we can obtain ob-
servations y1, y2, from two different sources within
the environment of interest and that these observa-
tions are informative about X in the sense that your
belief, i.e., the posterior probability p(X |y1, y2) could
be affected. Now since:

p(X |y1, y2) =
p(y1, y2|X)p(X)
∑

x∈ΩX

p(y1, y2|x)p(x)
, (1)

we see that the only way the observations can affect
the belief p(X |y1, y2) is through the joint likelihood
p(y1, y2|X). By assuming that the observations are
conditionally independent given that we know the true
state of X , we obtain:

p(y1, y2|X) = p(y1|X)p(y2|X) . (2)

In terms of evidence, the above equation is a simple
method for combining two independent pieces of ev-
idence, i.e., likelihood functions, into a single joint
evidence, i.e., a joint likelihood function. However, in
order to avoid monotonically decreasing values of the
joint evidence, we normalize after each combination
to obtain a probability function. Such a normaliza-
tion can be performed without loss of generality since
it is the relative strength of the likelihoods that con-
stitute the evidence structure and such relativeness is

preserved under normalization (see further Karlsson
et al. (2011) [20]).

Definition 1. The Bayesian combination operator
ΦB is defined as [1, 2, 20]:

ΦB(p̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X)) ,
p̂(y1|X)p̂(y2|X)
∑

x∈ΩX

p̂(y1|x)p̂(y2|x)
, (3)

where p̂(yi|X), i ∈ {1, 2}, are normalized like-
lihood functions and where the joint evidence
ΦB(p̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X)) satisfies the conditionally inde-
pendence assumption in Eq. (2). The operator is un-
defined when

∑

x∈ΩX
p̂(y1|x)p̂(y2|x) = 0.

Note that when the denominator is zero, the sources
mutually exclude all possibilities within the state
space which is a contradiction to the assumption that
the truth exists within this space (given the closed
world assumption). From this viewpoint it is quite
natural that the operator is undefined for such cases.
One way of handling such situation is to perform dis-
counting [15, 20].

2.2 Credal Combination

Credal combination is a straightforward generaliza-
tion of the Bayesian combination operator to impre-
cise probability [33]. It relies on the notion of credal
sets [23, 10, 11], i.e., closed convex sets of probability
functions. Such sets can be conveniently represented
by extreme points and therefore one uses credal sets
in the form of polytopes since such a structure guaran-
tees a finite number of such points. The combination
schema was introduced as the robust Bayesian combi-
nation operator by Arnborg [1, 2], and further studied
by Karlsson et al. [20] as the credal combination op-
erator1.

The main reason for considering imprecision in the
form of credal sets is that it allows one to model
problems when only scarce information is available
regarding the environment of interest [31]. In such
cases it can be considered to be more realistic to ex-
press, e.g., probabilities in terms of intervals instead
of single probability values. Credal sets can also be
thought of as being a result of performing sensitivity
analysis as in robust Bayesian theory [17, 4].

In order to generalize the Bayesian combination op-
erator in Def. 1 to a credal counterpart, we start by
modeling evidence by credal sets of normalized like-
lihoods functions, denoted P̂(y1|X) and P̂(y2|X), in-
stead of a single normalized likelihood function, where

1We denote this operator as the credal combination opera-
tor for the simple reason that we do not want to impose any
particular interpretation of the imprecision as “robust” imposes
a sensitivity-analysis interpretation.



as previous X denotes a random variable for some-
thing unknown of interest in the environment and y1
and y2 are the observations. In order to model in-
dependent pieces of evidence we use a generalization
of conditional independence denoted strong indepen-
dence [9], which requires that all extreme points must
factorize, i.e:

p̂e(y1, y2|X) = p̂(y1|X)p̂(y2|X) , (4)

∀p̂e(y1, y2|X) ∈ E(P̂(y1, y2|X)) where E(·) denotes
the set of extreme points and where p̂(yi|X) ∈
P̂(yi|X), i ∈ {1, 2}. By using this independence as-
sumption the credal combination operator can be de-
fined in terms of applying the Bayesian combination
operator point-wise on all combinations of functions
in the operand credal sets and as a last step apply-
ing the convex-hull operator CH(·) in order to fulfill
convexity of the joint evidence.

Definition 2. The credal combination operator ΦC is
defined as [1, 2, 20]:

ΦC(P̂(y1|X),P̂(y2|X)) ,

CH

({

ΦB(p̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X)) :

p̂(yi|X) ∈ P̂(yi|X), i ∈ {1, 2}

})

,

(5)

where P̂(yi|X), i ∈ {1, 2}, are credal sets of normal-
ized likelihoods functions and where the joint evidence
ΦC(P̂(y1|X), P̂(y2|X)) satisfies the conditional inde-
pendence assumption in Eq. (4). The operator is un-
defined if ΦB(p̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X))) is undefined for any
pair p̂(y1|X) ∈ P̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X) ∈ P̂(y2|X).

Note that the credal combination operator inherits
the property of being undefined for cases where the
denominator is zero (see further the discussion after
Def. 1) and that when only singleton sets are used the
operator is equivalent to the Bayesian combination
operator. For computation of ΦC , one can restrict
the application of the Bayesian combination operator
to the extreme points of the operand credal sets [20,
Theorem 2], i.e:

ΦC(P̂(y1|X),P̂(y2|X)) =

ΦC(E(P̂(y1|X)), E(P̂(y2|X))) .
(6)

In order to measure the degree of imprecision of a
credal set, we will utilize the following measure [20],
which can be thought of as the average degree of im-
precision for single events [31]:

I(P(X)) ,
1

|ΩX |

∑

x∈ΩX

(

max
p(X)∈P(X)

p(x)−

min
p(X)∈P(X)

p(x)

)

(7)

2.3 Dempster-Shafer Combination

Dempster-Shafer theory [12, 26], also known as evi-
dence theory, is a variant of imprecise probability [33],
where one models evidence imprecisely by so called
mass functions. A mass function assigns mass to sub-
sets A ⊆ ΩX . The idea is that this schema can be
useful in cases where a source is only partly sure of
the true value of X , e.g. for ΩX = {x1, x2, x3}, a
source might be able to exclude the alternative x3

but not be able to specify more clearly whether the
truth is x1 or x2.

Formally, a mass function is a mapping from the
power set of the state space ΩX , also known as the
frame of discernment, to the interval [0, 1]:

m : 2ΩX → [0, 1] (8)

m(∅) = 0 (9)
∑

A⊆ΩX

m(A) = 1 (10)

Two additional functions that are often encountered
when considering Dempster-Shafer theory are belief
and plausibility, denoted Bel(A) and Pl(A), respec-
tively, and defined by:

Bel(A) ,
∑

B⊆A

m(B) (11)

Pl(A) ,
∑

B∩A 6=∅

m(B) , (12)

where Bel(A) can be interpreted as the sum of all
evidence that supports A and Pl(A) as the sum of
all evidence that does not contradict A. Belief and
plausibility can also be regarded as a lower and upper
bound for the probability of A, i.e:

Bel(A) ≤ p(A) ≤ Pl(A) . (13)

The concept of independent pieces of evidence in
Dempster-Shafer theory, also known as distinct evi-
dences, is a bit problematic [27]. However, when the
mass functions only operate on singleton sets, inde-
pendent pieces of evidence can be defined in the same
way as for the Bayesian combination operator, i.e.,
by using an assumption of conditional independence
[27]. In the other cases, this assumption does not
work, however, according to Smets [27], independent
pieces of evidence can “in practice” be defined as:

m1,2(A) =

{

m1(B)m2(C) ifA = B × C

0 Otherwise
, (14)

where B ⊆ ΩX1
and C ⊆ ΩX2

, i.e., ordinary stochas-
tic independence.



Given two independent pieces of evidence m1 and m2,
e.g., in the sense of Eq. (14), we can combine them
into a joint evidence m1,2 utilizing Dempster’s com-
bination operator [12].

Definition 3. Dempster’s combination operator ΦD

is defined as [12, 26]:

ΦD(A,m1,m2) ,

1

1− k

∑

B∩C=A
B,C⊆ΩX

m1(B)m2(C) , (15)

where k is the conflict between evidence m1 and m2,
defined by:

k =
∑

A∩B=∅
A,B⊆ΩX

m1(A)m2(B) . (16)

The operator is undefined when k = 1.

Dempster’s combination operator is related to the
Bayesian combination operator in the way that in case
the mass is distributed only among singletons of ΩX ,
the two operators produce the same results. Also note
that similar to the Bayesian and credal combination
operator, the operator is undefined in cases where the
sources mutually exclude all possibilities of the state
space.

Since a mass function imposes lower and upper
bounds on a probability function, seen in Eq. (13),
one can transform a mass function into a credal set.
The question then arises if the mass function as a re-
sult of Dempster’s combination operator applied on
two operands yields a mass function that when trans-
formed to a credal set is equivalent to the result of
first transforming the same operands to credal sets
and then use the credal combination operator? Arn-
borg [1, 2] has shown that this is not the case, in fact
the resulting credal sets can even be disjoint, hence
the credal and Dempster’s combination operator are
clearly different.

3 Empirical Evaluation

In this section we elaborate on the experiment de-
sign for evaluating the combination operators previ-
ously presented. We start by providing an overview of
the application scenario where the combination takes
place, and then move on to describe the design includ-
ing assumptions, parameters, and score functions.

3.1 Overview

Assume that we want to implement an object recog-
nition algorithm based on two different types of sen-
sors: a camera and a microphone (we assume that the

objects of interest produce some form of sound). Nat-
urally, using both sensors for performing the recogni-
tion should yield a better result than only using one.
Since we utilize different sensors, that observes dif-
ferent features of the object, it is fair to make the
assumption that the sesnor readings yields indepen-
dent pieces of evidence. As an example, if the ob-
ject is positioned at an “unfamiliar” angle, yielding
ambiguous output from an image analysis algorithm,
this can be compensated for by the output from a pat-
tern matching algorithm performed on the signal from
the microphone. Also, if both sensor yields features
that constitute evidence for one particular object, one
would obtain an evidence that is reinforced towards
that object.

Let the unknown object be denoted by X with a cor-
responding state space ΩX . Assume that we use some
technique to extract discrete features from each of the
signals of the sensors. Let the features be denoted as
y1 and y2 with corresponding feature spaces ΩY1

and
ΩY2

. Furthermore, assume that we have performed a
limited number of experiments where we have placed
different objects at different positions in the range
of the camera and microphone, and observed the ex-
tracted features. The goal then is to design an agent2

A that uses this limited set of information in order to
construct evidence based on the observed features y1
and y2 and combine these pieces of evidence for the
purpose of predicting the true object. In the remain-
der of this section, we present three agents based on
the combination operators described in Section 2.

3.2 The Bayesian Agent – AB

We here describe how an agent based on the Bayesian
combination operator in Def. 1 can be used in or-
der to decide on an object x ∈ ΩX based on features
from the sensor readings and previous mentioned lim-
ited statistical information. Since the features are ex-
tracted from different types of signals, it is fair to
assume that y1 and y2 are conditionally independent
given object X . By using a uniform (Bayes-Laplace)
Dirichlet model (used in many scenarios, e.g., [7]),
which amounts to calculating the expected value of
a posterior Dirichlet density [16, 6], we can construct
non-normalized evidence by [18]:

p(yi|X) ,
αyi|X + 1

∑

yi∈ΩYi

αyi|X + |ΩYi
|
, (17)

where i ∈ {1, 2} and where αyi|X denotes the number
of times a specific feature yi has been extracted given

2The use of an agent paradigm for describing the empirical
evaluation was inspired by Aughenbaugh and Paredis [3].



an object X . The evidence can then be normalized:

p̂(yi|X) =
p(yi|X)
∑

x∈ΩX

p(yi|x)
, (18)

and used as operands in the Bayesian combination op-
erator in order to obtain a joint evidence p̂(y1, y2|X),
i.e.:

p̂(y1, y2|X) = ΦB(p̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X)) . (19)

Note that when we do not have any statistical in-
formation at all, p̂(y1|X), p̂(y2|X), and consequently
p̂(y1, y2|X), are uniform. Finally, based on the joint
evidence, the agent AB can define the most probable
object(s) by:

AB , O(p̂(y1, y2|X)) , (20)

where O(·) is defined as:

O(p(X)) ,

{

x ∈ ΩX :

(∀x′ ∈ ΩX)

(

p(x) ≥ p(x′)

)}

.

(21)

where p(X) is a probability function (remember that
p̂(y1, y2|X) is a normalized likelihood function, i.e., a
probability function).

3.3 The Credal Agent – AC

Consider the same setting but where one models the
evidence by credal sets. Instead of utilizing the (pre-
cise) Dirichlet model, which was the case for the
Bayesian agent, we utilize the corresponding impre-
cise model, denoted as the imprecise Dirichlet model
[31, 32], where one calculates the expected value of a
set of posterior Dirichlet densities. The difference be-
tween this model and the former is that one uses the
imprecision, i.e., the “size” of a credal set, as a way
of reflecting the amount of information that the evi-
dence is based on. By utilizing the imprecise Dirichlet
model, we can construct normalized evidence P̂(yi|X)
by [18]:

P̂(yi|X) ,

{

p(yi|X)
∑

x∈ΩX

p(yi|X)
:

(∀x ∈ ΩX)

(

αyi|x
∑

yi∈ΩYi

αyi|x + β
≤ p(yi|x)

≤
αyi|x + β

∑

yi∈ΩYi

αyi|x + β

)}

,

(22)

where i ∈ {1, 2} and the parameter β determines how
the imprecision of the set P̂(yi|X) is affected by the
sample size. Note that when the sample size increases,
the imprecision I(P̂(yi|X)) decreases since the lower
and upper bounds for each p(yi|x) in Eq. (22) con-
verge [31, 32]:

lim
(

∑

yi∈ΩYi
αyi|x

)

→∞

(

αyi|x + β
∑

yi∈Ωyi|x

αyi|x + β
−

αyi|x
∑

yi∈ΩYi

αyi|x + β

)

= 0 ,

(23)

i.e., imprecision is reflected by the sample size.

We can now utilize the credal combination operator
in Def. 2 in order to obtain the joint evidence:

P̂(y1, y2|X) = ΦC(P̂(y1|X), P̂(y2|X)) . (24)

Based on the joint evidence, agent AC can decide on
the most probable object(s) in a similar way as in the
Bayesian case:

AC ,
⋃

p̂(y1,y2|X)∈P̂(y1,y2|X)

O(p̂(y1, y2|X)),
(25)

where O(·) is defined by Eq. (21). The intuition be-
hind this set is that the agents includes all objects that
are optimal for some probability function, i.e., there
exists a probability function within the credal set that
contains a probability that is highest for a given ob-
ject within the set. In contrast to the Bayesian case,
the above set is more likely to be non-singleton. This
indicates that the agent does not possess enough in-
formation to distinguish between the objects within
the set.

3.4 The Dempster-Shafer Agent – AD

In order to define an agent based on Dempster-Shafer
theory, we first need to elaborate on how mass func-
tions could be constructed based on the credal set ob-
tained from the imprecise Dirichlet model in Eq. (22).
A credal set is a more general structure in compari-
son to a mass function [33, 2]. Hence, transforming
a credal set to a mass function, e.g. by [26, Theorem
2.2]:

m(A) =
∑

B⊆A

(−1)|A−B|Bel(B) , (26)

cannot in general be performed without some approx-
imation [1, 2, 8]. One way, demonstrated by Campos
et al. [8], is to approximate the credal set by cer-
tain types of intervals and then apply the algorithm
proposed by Lemmer and Kyburg [22]. Another way,



suggested by Arnborg [2], is to utilize Eq. (26) and
transfer mass upwards in the “set-lattice” to eliminate
negative mass. Common to both these ways is that
there is no unique minimal approximation that can be
used for constructing the mass function. As a start-
ing point for our evaluation, we here first consider a
simple method for constructing a mass function based
on the lower bounds of each single state x ∈ ΩX of
the credal set. Lower bounds on single states are of-
ten used in many models, e.g., [29], since they yield
simplices which is the simplest type of imprecision.

By using lower bounds we can obtain the simplex:

P̂∗(yi|X) ,

{

p̂∗(yi|X) :

p̂∗(yi|x) ≥ min
p̂(yi|X)∈P̂(yi|X)

p̂(yi|x),

∑

x∈ΩX

p̂∗(yi|x) = 1, x ∈ ΩX

}

.

(27)

The simplex P̂∗(yi|X) can then easily be transformed
to a mass function using Eq. (26) on the belief func-
tion/lower probabilities defined by [1, 2]:

Bel(A) = min
p̂∗(yi|A)∈P̂∗(yi|A)

p̂∗(yi|A) , (28)

where A ⊆ ΩX , which results in a mass function of
the following form [8]:

mi(x) = min
p̂∗(yi|X)∈P̂∗(yi|X)

p̂∗(yi|x)

mi(ΩX) = 1−
∑

x∈ΩX

min
p̂∗(yi|X)∈P̂∗(yi|X)

p̂∗(yi|x) ,
(29)

∀x ∈ ΩX . Now, based on m1 and m2, obtained by
Eq. (29), we can perform the combination:

m1,2(A) = ΦD(A,m1,m2) . (30)

In order to be able to compare the results from the
credal agentsAC with the above mass function, we de-
fine a Dempster-Shafer agent which includes a trans-
formation of m1,2 back to a credal set by performing
linear programming on the following set of constraints
(cf. Eq. (13)):

P1,2(X) , {p1,2(X) : Bel1,2(A) ≤ p1,2(A)

≤ Pl1,2(A), A ⊆ ΩX} ,
(31)

where Bel1,2 is the belief, or lower probability, in
Eq. (11) and Pl1,2 is the plausibility, or upper prob-
ability, in Eq. (12), with respect to m1,2. Now, based
on the credal set P1,2(X), the Dempster-Shafer agent
AD can decide on objects according to:

AD ,
⋃

p1,2(X)∈P1,2(X)

O(p1,2(X)), (32)

where O(·) is defined in Eq. (21).

3.5 Evaluation Schema

In order to evaluate the different agents, introduced
in the previous sections, we consider a combination
scenario where we have two sources i ∈ {1, 2} that
report evidences, based on features yi ∈ ΩYi

where
ΩYi

, {fi,1, . . . , fi,m}, regarding a random variable
X ∈ ΩX where ΩX = {x1, . . . , xm} (we will instanti-
ate the parameterm later when we describe the exper-
iment in more detail). Note that |ΩYi

| = |ΩX | = m.
Let us now assume that the true state is x1 and that
each agent has a limited set of multinomial observa-
tions from the two sources to base evidence upon. We
will simulate the limited information stemming from
the sources by drawing n samples, where n is a small
number that we will instantiate later, from a multi-
nomial distribution, i.e., we sample a vector:

~αn
yi|x

,
[

αfi,1|x . . . αfi,m|x

]

(33)

∀x ∈ ΩX through:

~αn
yi|x

∼ Mu(~αn|p(fi,1|x), . . . , p(fi,m|x)) , (34)

where αfi,j |x denotes the number of times feature fi,j
has been observed when the object is x and where
Mu(·|·) denotes the multinomial distribution with pa-
rameters p(fi,j |x), j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i.e., the probability
of observing a specific feature fi,j from source i given
some object x. Note that

∑

j∈{1,...,m}

αfi,j |x = n (35)

∀x ∈ ΩX and i ∈ {1, 2}. The information contained
in each sampled vector can then be used in the pre-
cise and imprecise Dirichlet models, Eqs. (17) – (18)
and (22), by the agents in order to construct evi-
dence. Since the imprecise agents are undefined in
cases where the sources mutually excludes each other
(see further the discussion following Def. 1 – 3), we
simply omit such cases.

To give an example, assume that m = 3 and n = 5
and that we have sampled the following:







~α5
y1|x1

~α5
y1|x2

~α5
y1|x3






=





4 1 0
1 3 1
1 0 4



 (36)







~α5
y2|x1

~α5
y2|x2

~α5
y2|x3






=





3 1 1
0 5 0
0 1 4



 . (37)

Further assume that an object x ∈ ΩX have gener-
ated features y1 = f1,1 and y2 = f2,2. This would
mean that we would utilize the first and second col-
umn of the matrices on the right hand side of Eqs. (36)
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(a) Operands in Eqs. (36) and (37)
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(b) Result of the agents

Figure 1: Precise and imprecise operands are shown in Fig. 1(a) and the result of applying agent AB, AC , and
AD on the operands are shown in Fig. 1(b). The operands and results are denoted by triangles, circles, and
squares for agent AB, AC , and AD, respectively.

and (37), correspondingly, for contructing the evi-
dences based on the precise and imprecise Dirichlet
models in Eqs. (17) – (18) and (22). The operands
and result of applying the different agents, i.e., AB

in Eq. (20), AC in Eq. (25), and AD in Eq. (32), on
this data is is shown in Fig. 1. Note in particular
that the imprecision of the credal agent AC is consid-
erably higher in comparison to the Dempster-Shafer
agent AD. From the figure we also see that the re-
sult from the credal agent AC contains extreme points
that could be removed without changing the shape of
the set significantly, however, we omit such removal
in this experiment. In a real-world application such a
removal would be performed to reduce computational
complexity.

In order to compare the performance of the agents
with each other, we will use a score function that takes
imprecision into account [19, 20]:

Υ(A) ,











1

|A|
if (x1 ∈ A) ∧ (A 6= ΩX)

0 otherwise

, (38)

i.e., if the agent manage to minimize the imprecision
and is able to return the true state, the agent obtains
the highest possible reward of one. If the set A con-
tains two of the three states, where one of the states
is the truth, i.e., x1, the agent gets half of this re-
ward since the set is still informative due to exclusion
of one erroneous state. The other two cases, i.e., the
truth is not contained in the set and all the states are
reported, are considered to be non-informative; the

latter due to that one already has modeled all possi-
ble states when the state space was designed.

Now, by simulating a large number of cases and apply
the agents on each of these cases, we can obtain a
good approximation of the expected score E [Υ(A)]
of each agent. The experiment, including simulation
parameters, is then defined by the following step-wise
description:

1. For each source i ∈ {1, 2} and x ∈ ΩX , draw γ

according to:

γ ∼ Uniform([0.7, 0.9]) , (39)

set:

p(fi,j |xk) ,

{

γ when k = j
1−γ
m−1 otherwise

(40)

and use these probabilities as multinomial pa-
rameters in Eq. (34) in order to draw vectors
~αn
yi|x

. Note that given an object xk, it is most
likely that one observe the feature fi,k from
source i.

2. Let us set β = 2 in Eq. (22) (this parameters
is usually set to a value 1 ≤ β ≤ 2, see fur-
ther the discussion in [32, 5]) and sample new
features to be used by the agents for predicting
the true object by using the multinomial param-
eters in Eq. (40), i.e., sample fi,j ∼ p(Yi|x1) (re-
member that x1 is the true object) and apply the



agents AB in Eq. (20), AC in Eq. (25), and AD

in Eq. (32), on the sampled vectors ~αn
yi|X

from
Step 1.

3. Evaluate the agents by Υ(A) in Eq. (38), and
store the score and repeat from Step 1, 103 times.

4. Approximate the expected score E [Υ(A)] by us-
ing the stored scores from the previous step.

3.6 Results

The results are shown in Table 1, where the param-
eters m (dimension) and n (number of observations)
have been varied. Taking the confidence interval into
account, it seems that agent AB performs as well or
better than agent AC and AD. One reason for this
is that agent AC and AD tends to be too cautious in
many cases, as can be seen from the number of cases
where the complete state space is reported. The dif-
ference in performance seems to increases when the
state space m increases while n is constant.

One interesting and a bit surprising effect that one can
observe is that the performance of agent AD deteri-
orates considerably when the size of the state space
increases when maintaining the same number of ob-
servations (i.e., five). The low performance is due, as
can be seen from the table, that the agent tends to
increase the fraction of times it reports the complete
state space, e.g., when m = 7 and n = 5, it reports
the complete state space in 90.7% of the cases. An ex-
planation for such behavior is that when m increases
under a constant n, the sum of the upper constraints
in the imprecise Dirichlet model in Eq. (22) increases
and this means that the lower bounds of P̂(yi|X) in
Eq. (22) decreases due to the normalization. Also,
since it is not likely that we have observed a feature
fi,j where j 6= 1 (x1 is the truth and according to
Eqs. (39) – (40) it is most likely to observe feature
fi,1), the sum of the lower bounds is also likely to
have decreased and then more mass has been allo-
cated to the complete state space in Eq. (29). This
increased mass is then distributed among the states
when transforming back to a credal set, which means
that the number of cases where a non-singleton set
is reported has increased. In other words, when m

increases under a given n, the degree of imprecision
based on the mass functions increases, as is also seen
from the table. Also note that when we increase the
number of observations to n = 20 when m = 7 the
degree of imprecision decreases again.

The performance of the credal agentAC does not seem
to be equally sensitive when increasing m. In fact,
the performance increases slightly for both agent AB

and AC and for the latter agent the average degree
of imprecision decreases. One explanation for such a

result could be that when the state space increases,
the “noise probability” mass 1 − γ in Eq. (40) is dis-
tributed among more states, which could mean that
it is less likely that a single erroneous state will be
optimal for some probability function within the joint
credal set due to noise.

It should also be noted that the credal combination
operator can introduce substantial imprecision in the
joint evidence, even though the operands are not that
imprecise [20]. This can also be seen in Fig. 1, where
both operands are less imprecise in comparison to the
joint credal set. Such increasment in imprecsion of
joint evidence mainly occur when the operands are
in conflict with each other, i.e., when the operand
credal sets are positioned at different positions within
the simplex, especially when the operands are close to
the boundary of the simplex.

We also observe that agent AB reports an erroneous
set, i.e., when Υ(AB) = 0 and |AB| 6= ΩX in more
cases compared to the other agents. This can be re-
garded as the usual trade-off between imprecision and
precision, i.e., reducing erroneous output by increas-
ing imprecision. It should be noted that the Bayesian
agent AB has a quite crude way of reporting a de-
cision set since the agent reports the most probable
state also in cases where the difference of probabil-
ity for this state in comparison to the other states is
small. In a more refined Bayesian method one could
use some form of thresholding (see further [20]). Nev-
ertheless, even though such crude schema is utilized,
AB performs well in comparison to the other agents.

4 Summary and Discussion

We have described an empirical experiment for eval-
uating and comparing the performance of different
evidential combination operators. Besides compar-
ing individual operators, our interest was also to
compare precise and imprecise operators in general.
The evaluation was restricted to the three operators,
Bayesian combination (precise), credal combination
(imprecise), and Dempster’s combination (imprecise).
For each combination operator we implemented a cor-
responding agent. The evaluation was based on the
precise and imprecise Dirichlet models and a limited
number of multinomial observations. To measure the
agents performance we used a score function that,
based on the informativeness of the outcome, assigned
a reward to the agent.

The results showed that the Bayesian agent seems to
perform at least equally well as its imprecise counter-
parts. Since the imprecise frameworks are often mo-
tivated by their suitability to situations where only
scarce information is available, i.e. the case in the ex-



Parameters Agent E [Υ(·)] E [I(·)]
Υ(·) > 0 (%) Υ(·) = 0 (%)

| · | = 1 | · | = 2 | · | = 1 | · | = 2 | · | = m

m = 3, n = 5

AB 0.82± 0.03 0 80.5 2.3 17.0 0.1 0.1

AC 0.75± 0.02 0.43± 0.01 61.5 11.4 2.6 1.3 23.2

AD 0.80± 0.02 0.24± 0.00 69.3 16.5 6.0 1.1 7.1

m = 5, n = 5

AB 0.87± 0.02 0 86.3 1.2 11.4 0.9 0.0

AC 0.81± 0.02 0.38± 0.01 73.7 5.1 0.7 0.1 16.0

AD 0.64± 0.02 0.41± 0.00 49.4 12.0 0.5 0.0 29.4

m = 7, n = 5

AB 0.90± 0.02 0 89.1 1.8 8.9 0.1 0.0

AC 0.82± 0.02 0.36± 0.01 77.0 3.8 0.9 0.4 12.8

AD 0.17± 0.01 0.52± 0.00 1.1 2.8 0.0 0.0 90.7

m = 7, n = 20

AB 0.83± 0.02 0 82.0 1.3 16.5 0.1 0.0

AC 0.79± 0.02 0.18± 0.01 66.4 21.3 1.2 2.1 7.1

AD 0.80± 0.02 0.18± 0.00 64.9 29.3 0.6 2.9 0.2

Table 1: Results of the empirical evaluation in terms of expected scores E [Υ(·)] and the degree of imprecision
E [I(·)], all with 95% confidence intervals. In addition, we also see how the cardinality of the reported set of
each agent is distributed among some sets that contains the truth and not.

periment (limited multinomial information), this out-
come appears to be unexpected.

However, it might also be the case that the particu-
lar type of imprecision considered in this experiment
does not do the imprecise operators justice. In partic-
ular we need to careful to judge the Dempster-Shafer
agent based on this particular design of experiment,
using the imprecise Dirichlet model and the given
score function, since the agent was quite sensitive to
the size of the limited statistical data in relation to
the number of dimensions (which in principle could be
reasonable). Also, in our experiment the mass func-
tion for the agent was derived by first approximating
the credal set using a simplex and then transforming
it into a mass function, which is a rather simple ap-
proximation. A more refined approximation might in-
fluence the performance of the Dempster-Shafer agent
(see further the discussion in Section 3.4).

Note that the results are only valid in applications
where the score function in Eq. (38) is accepted. It
could still be useful in certain circumstances to re-
port the entire state space, especially when you have
the option to gather more information and thereby
reduce the cardinality of the result. Depending on
the application one needs to design the score function
accordingly.

In our future research, we will explore different ways
of obtaining the mass functions, and evaluate the im-
precise operators found in this paper and also other
variants, e.g., [13], with alternative forms of impreci-

sion. One interesting way ahead is to simulate mass
functions directly, which then can be transformed into
a credal set, instead of constructing them from credal
sets as was done in the experiment. In that case one
could, e.g., use the pignistic transformation [28] on
the mass functions in order to obtain operands for
the Bayesian combination operator.

The overall conclusion that we infer from the re-
sults is that the Bayesian framework could still be
suitable in applications where only limited statisti-
cal data is available. Taking into account that the
Bayesian framework has considerably lower computa-
tionally complexity, this framework might even be the
best choice for such type of applications.
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